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In 1983 there came a sound from the depths of the Brazilian rainforest that was primal, ground-breaking, and completely

ahead of its time. The roaring of amplifiers and the beating of drums was the sound of Max and Iggor Cavalera creating

their debut cult-classics Morbid Visions and Bestial Devastation, and now it seems that after many years, the Cavalera

brothers will be returning to their raw upstarts with a full re-recording of these beloved yet obscure albums.

When Morbid Visions and Bestial Devastation were first spawned it was done in ramshackle conditions in Belo Horizonte,

where the duo grew up. Max and Iggor were 14 and 13 years old during the original recording, and they had all the tenacity

and energy of a pack of wild dogs. Only, their sound was not quite refined at that time, their adolescence bled through on

those early records. It is well known that Max's guitars were completely out of tune on those sessions, and Iggor's drums

often swung around tempos crazily. There's an air of youth and passion that could only be achieved by two teenagers that

wanted to shock the world. Four decades later and it is plain to see that they certainly did gather the world's attention.

Despite the production being rough around the edges and the band still carving out their direction, there was a noticeable

level of craftsmanship to the song structures and a clear indication that given their desire to thrash like maniacs, these kids

from Brazil were going to tear the place up night after night. These albums still hold a dark, mystic and at times eerie quality

to them that many have come to love over the years. For some, the music does not have to be delivered with perfect

technical precision, the spastic live delivery is something to be cherished, and even with their guitars out of tune, they

played like the gates of hell were opening. The crossroads of a shamanistic spiritual summoning at a back-alley metal show

in downtown Belo Horizonte.
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It is a task of heavy magnitude to try and cross the gap between the accomplished artists that they are today to the scrappy

boys that they were when they first wrote these songs, but the duo have executed the performances flawlessly. The perfect

bridge between the unbridled energy of the original sessions and the high-quality sound of a 21st century production. It is

truly astounding to hear Max once again growl like a monster during "Troops Of Doom" and riff at insane speeds through

"War" and "Crucifixion". Iggor's barbaric drumming on "Anti-Christ" is like the galloping hooves of a death-rider.

Accompanied by bassist Igor Amadeus Cavalera (HEALING MAGIC, GO AHEAD AND DIE) and lead guitarist Daniel Gonzales

(POSSESSED, GRUESOME) the quartet is a force to be reckoned with.

How this re-recording attained such a familiar tenacity is almost a mystery, like some spell that brought these albums back

from the grave. Within the first few beats you can hear that the Cavalera’s have lost no momentum, attacking the songs at

maximum speed and ferocity. In fact, it seems that the brothers have only empowered their connection through music over

the decades. You can feel the spark that those two create, a dynamic sound rich with subtleties and ear-grabbing hooks. As

Iggor counts in each song with his drumsticks, and Max's guitar feedbacks loudly as he approaches the microphone, there is

palpable apprehension. It is apparent that when these two icons get together to play, they are going to electrify the room

with their presence.

Few have had the incredible careers that Max and Iggor have achieved through their music. Even fewer had faith in the

young boys that wrote Morbid Visions and Bestial Devastation all those years ago. Yet here they still stand ripping through

their earliest works with decades of experience under their belts. For them, it is a breath of fresh air to finally give these

songs the desired production that they deserve. They both feel that the fans also deserve a fresh look at these albums, a

chance to appreciate them in a completely new light.

From start to finish Morbid Visions and Bestial Devastation are a torrential whirlwind of riffs, beats, and screams. A blast

from the past that is sure to take every last listener back to the raucous live shows of the eighties.

Mysterious clouds form above an old cathedral, the summoning of dark magic is upon us, and the troops of doom march

forth to announce the arrival of 'CAVALERA'!
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